Analysis of the binding of Xenopus transcription factor IIIA to oocyte 5 S rRNA and to the 5 S rRNA gene.
Binding of transcription factor IIIA (TFIIIA) to site-specific mutants of Xenopus oocyte 5 S rRNA has been used to identify important recognition elements in the molecule. The putative base triple G75:U76:A100 appears to determine the conformation of the loop E region whose integrity is especially important for binding of the factor. Proximal substitutions in helices IV and V indicate that the proper folding of loop E is also dependent on these structures. Mutations in helix V affect binding of TFIIIA to 5 S rRNA and to the gene similarly and provide evidence that zinc finger 5 makes sequence-specific contact through the major groove of both nucleic acids. Although fingers 1-3 are positioned along helix IV and loop D, mutations in this region, including those that disrupt the tetraloop or close the opening in the major groove of the helix created by the U80:U96 mismatch, have no impact on binding. Substitutions made at stem-loop junctions in the arm of the RNA comprised of helix II-loop B-helix III display minor decreases in affinity for TFIIIA. Despite the alignment of the factor along nearly the entire length of 5 S rRNA, the essential elements for high affinity binding are limited to the central region of the molecule. Analysis of the corresponding mutations in the gene confirm that box C and the intermediate element provide the high affinity sites for binding of the factor to the DNA. Despite the small thermodynamic contribution made by contacts to box A, mutations made in this element can cause substantial changes in the orientation of the carboxyl-terminal fingers along the 5'-end of the internal control region.